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I am excited to nominate Aneish Adorno for the Play More Hero award. Aneish is a 
National Certified Counselor and Licensed Associate Counselor in NJ. She is currently 
completing the requirement for Licensed Professional Counselor and Registered Play 
Therapist Certification. Aniesh is a relatively new professional although she has been 
working in the mental health field over 6 years. Aneish completed her undergraduate 
study in Psychology at the Interamerican University of Puerto Rico and moved to the U.S 
to pursue master’s degree in Clinical Mental Health Counseling at New Jersey City 
University. She graduated in 2018 and she is currently working as an in-home therapist 
to provide services to children, youth, and families in need of stabilization after crises 
for both English and Spanish clients.  
 
Aniesh also volunteers her time and clinical expertise for the play therapy project at  
Kids In Need of Defense (KIND) by providing play therapy services to unaccompanied, 
undocumented minors seeking asylum in the United States. She also works with the 
caregivers of those children to help the family adjust to the life in the U.S. while they are 
healing from multiple traumas.  For many of these families,  it is often the case that 
Aniesh is the very first person for whom these individuals feel safe enough to share their 
stories. These stories are often harrowing and include experiences of extreme violence, 
exploitation, and abuse in their home countries. Though these stories originate outside 
of the US during the often life threating journey to the U.S. border, their experiences do 
not stop once they arrive at the US boarder. Indeed additional traumatic experiences 
occur for many of these families once in the custody of the U.S.  
 
For the children embarked with Aneish through play therapy, the healing process is 
often heartbreaking, somber, courageous, and hopeful. As part of her work, Aniesh also 
consults with immigration attorneys and staff at KIND to assist them in improving the 
practices for conducting interviews with their child clients so that it will be more 
developmentally appropriate. It is easy to talk about cultural humility, but it can be 
difficult to completely embrace it and deliver it genuinely. However, Aniesh does this.  
Did I mention that she is doing this important work as a volunteer while she has a full 
time job? Yet, she said she felt fortunate and rewarded that she was given this 
opportunity to work with this population. Because of the successful outcomes and 
practices that she brings to the play therapy project at KIND, it will be expanded to two 
more offices in other states.  I know there are many hidden heroes in this world, and 
she is definitely one of them. I believe the gift certificate will help her build up her toy 
kit so that she can continue to make a positive impact on those children and help them 
reclaim the children’s rights.  
 
 
 


